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describes an esqoariaantal iatestigatian of the aaoits*-
tian of that mtaatabls states in ;0nru£ and Au1^ ay inelastlo scattering
of neutrons* The results ar© compared with those far quaatai exaltation
of t2iaaa states*
The neutron excitation curro for cola shows two pronounced dia-
eontinuitlfs in slope at l*lli 0*03 Jiw and X*Itli J 0*03 Jiav, oorrs-
soondinr to tmr& tevsla that deoay to the aetaetabl* state* The
threshold for ©redaction of tie isarwr with neutrons is found to coin-
cide with tho omrgjr of the netastable lavsl*
It is shewn that tho spin of tho aetastab3e stato n»t bo at
3aast H/2. A ooaparison of tho cross oootion for tho diroet production
of this stato with the ores* section for foraction of tho eonpound nu-
aleaa indicates that the stats is eassited \& an Jc* 3 neutron* This
flats tho spin at 11/2 with paritgr opposite to that of the grots*) state*
An analysis of wntsswweitation data shoes the l*l!t-£fer lovol
to htta a spin of $fe or ift also with parity opposite that of the
ground state* Free the properties of the isomeric transition, the
spin of tho known level bsfasaea the aetastablo lenml and growl is
shown to hawe a spin of £/? with parity opposite that of tha ground
state*
Tho curve obtained by neutron excitation of iadim ranwals a
threshold at £00 2*0 kev and other ©araitod levels at 960 ^kO fsev
and 1*3? + 0,oL Jfcv. Tha last two hare bean reported fron n^antiw
ewitation at l.Qh and l»h2 Ifcv.
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Sjdn a*sig»K>nta of 1/2 tor the oetastahls state and 3/2 or
for the 6O04MT lstsl bate been aade. the parity of both l/m^ is
apposite to that of the grand state*
nfirwation it given to the existence of a betaxfeoajr of the
asetastablc state of Br* .

ORIGIN «F THB
Of special interest in nuclear physics la the det*»rnination of
the energy, spin, and parity of excited lamia in nuclei. With only
a flat exceptions, the lifeiiiaee of these levels are too short to
paralt a direct nwiium,'iimiiit. Instead, their characteristics mart bo
inferred froa transitions to and front the gnnmd state* 3uch studies
involve nuclear reactions which leave ihe nucleus exelted. The in*
elastic scattering of noutrons la one such reaction. In addition to
its value in the theory of nuclear structure, inelastic scattering is
of considerable practical iiaportance in the problora of nuclear shield-
ing.
MMstzreasnts of neutron imlastic scattering «n difficult be-
oause of tits smll cross section and the inherently lar£je bsx*lo*round#
In a fen oases, hosever, the lifctiiae of the excited state is long
enough to pemdt its wnasureasnt to be asde after the beast of incident
asutrona has been renovod. Thus, neutron aiesitation of netastabl*
states affords a Tory convenient method of investigating inelastic
scattering in certain nuclei.
The purpose of this thesis Is to investigate the inelastic scat-
tering levels In Au*#7 and TxP$ which dsoay to ths astastable states
of these Isotopes. Proa an analysis of the neutron excitation curves,
ths spin and relative parity of ma/ of these levels will bs deter-
«i.*
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An isomeric state is generally defined to be an excited state of
a nucleus which exists far a measurable length of tiae. It differs
from otter excited states only in the probability of decay to a lower
state. * recent advances in techniques of aeasureaent, sany
states have been reolassified isomeric, and sany aore are being found*
The first case of isoacrlsa was the discovery by Haim1 in 1?21
that flu231* had two half-lives, one of 1.35 nrfnutes and the other of
.? hours | associated with two beta-decay energies. He was able to
show that both states crow out of the beta-decay of Tn2^» In spite
of the search for other exeaplas, it was not until the year after the
discovery of artificial radioactivity in I93h that the next isomeric
pair was found* Neutron, especially slow neutron, bonbardnent of
broraine yielded three different radioactive decay constants, althouefc
shown that these three periods were due to capture of neutrons riving
ar°f Br , and an isomer of the former.
table X lists the lifetime and excitation energy of 23 known
isoaers of stable nuclei, together with the relative isotopic abund-
ance of the stable state* Also includsd are the properties of the
radiation arising from neutron capture which s&~ht interfere seriously
with raasureaente of the neutron activation of the isomeric state*
With the existence of isoaerlaa well established, the next step
was a theoretical explanation by lejassalsnr • He established that the
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8state with & spin difference several units ems sufficient to predict
such lifetlxK**
It had long been suspected that en iscraer is raere^y a aetaatabls
level, but the influence of atoedo spectra in which large spin ehangea
do not appear was carried cm»r into nuclear considerations. Flaggir
showed this difference very clearly when he coopered the atonic ease
bavinr: a Coulori) potential with a nuclear ease aasuatag a potential
well in a tend gas aodel* According to the build-up prinoipls for
electrons, the rtrtncipal quantum nunhers, n, and the atiauthol qusn-
tua nunByjrs, A t are such that, although n gets very large, nowhere
docs Z\£ exceed three* la Flsgge»* hypothetical nuclear nodel, en
the other hand, it Is found that A£ my be four fit five for protons
and as high as six or seven for neutrons. This soheae also shows that
iaoaeriara is unlikely in light nuclei*
Msre reeently layer has proposed a nodel based en strong spin-
orbit coupling which predicts the existence of large spin differences
in low-lyin-: levels* This explains in a rough way the "islands" of
iscoerisn that have bean observed in tabulations of isotopes* In may
eases, however, the predicted spins and parity of the excited state
7
do not agree with the expcriamtally determined values •
KKCITATIOtJ QT MBTASTaBlE STATES
The excitation of intestable states say ho accanplishod in gen-
eral by two aethedst
1* Fnectreaagaetic excitations by high-energy x-rays or
the electric field of charged partielesj and,
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Nuclear reactions*
tfa the oxee-?tion of a few neaanreaenta to Indicate the three -
old for neutron exeitatlo-, all dsterHdnatione of the levels decaying
to the aetastabl© state have bees aade by the first aethocl.
teltation curves rivlnr the energies of levels decaying to the
isomer have been deterained by x-rays for ZtP-', Ax?-^ t Vk^ t Cdm ,
end Ag. Indium is described in Chapter V and gold in Chapter XV*
The other three issuers have been studied by Wiedenbeek8*^.
Unfortunately, he found it necessary to use a thick target to ^reduce
x-rays, so that the decision on the existence and location of the
levels is subject to large error* Figure 1 shoes the level diagraas
that have been reported for these nuclei.
th. «» rtoa. iMtopw of .ilm-, As** .* AgW, haw m*.
stable states with very similar properties, the first having a half-
life of liO seconds and an energy of 93 lasv coopered to 3$ seconds and
83 kev for the second. It t»s therefore impossible to separate the
levels belonging to one isotope fron the ether.
Ssutron excitation by the (n,n) reaction to obtain an excitation
curve has been reported for TrP-3^ by Cohen in the region above 2 Hsv
and at four points beteeea 600 and 1500 kev by Tasehek"'* Heithor of
these Investigations shoes the nresenee of levels other than the thresh*
old level* tfiadenbeek22 has studied Atr1?7 in the vicinity of the photon
threshold* However, no careful examination has been aade of the neu-
tron excitation function of any detestable state In the region free its
threshold to 2 Ifev with an attespt to locate the various different levels
which decay to such a state.
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A quantitative explanation of the lifetine of nstastablo 3tatoa
is complicated by tho lack of detailed knowledge of the n*«le«s. As a
result, there are -any expressions for the calculation of the half-
lifo of an iaooerlc state, depending on tJ» assuaptlon of the action
of charges in the nucleus.
Prom classical alectrodynei&ca, considering an oscillating
system of charges, the electric field at a point H,-Q nay be ex-
pressed as •*
lw ,iu)(t-H/e)
i« ——— ... ,. / . -IK n»r .
-
c
2 / lx • -" d-r
shore
^x is the projection of tho current rector on the plans per-
pendicular to the unit vector, n, in the direction of the point R,XL
,
and r, © are the coordinates of the eharga producing the current* The
integration is to be carried over the distribution of charges*
According to a nwll-known expansion, the exponential nay be sj
pPMN f M
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in the case in which the rare length of the radiation is lone eosparod
*ith the sise of the charge distribution.
This loads to an expression for 2 as *** 9tBS of Integrals of
various posers of kr s rA corroax>ondlng to the electric field of
/






Isidorestlon of the sftgnetio field Irods to a slsdlar result*
v
Ths transition probability xaay bo eotaputed by forcdns the ^
Pointing rector and dividing by the ener©r of the radiation* Collect-













The appx^oxtnation to the rnrobabiliigr for gaiaae-decay of the
isomeric state niven above was based on Bathe'***** assumption of a
unifors-chnrso ution tianeugmeit tha nucleus. Various othar
modsls bars been assumed for thie derivation. Tfebb and UhlsnbaaJrv>
have assumed the radiation to be due to the electrowagnetie fi
a single alpha-particle aoving in a r>ot©ntifll wall forned 07 the
nucleus. Tholr result shows approxtnately the saiae dependence on
the mnltipole order but includes a dependence on the charge of the
nucleus. They rive for the transition probability of tha 2
electric or 2^~ * nagnetic radiation*
\ £ ' 2<1.3.5...{£77 1>*
Flngge does not consider the chares distribution perforating ft
linear oscillation, hut instead he pictures the radiation arising from
a rotational excitation of a charged drop. This leads to another ess-
pressior, similar to others but differing in the constants arlsinc from
the nuclear properties and is of the forat
1 c • 1
vhsre © is the nomsnt of inertia and V the rest sass of the nucleus.
The accuracy of any of these formal** is sufficient to determine
tha £ value of the transition in aost cases because of the mist dif-
ex
- i •
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ference in lifetlaai for different aultipolo-erder transitions* How-
ever, an error of as gosh as ixr to &r * jaasy bo expected due to the
inaccuracy of the particular nodel* Bene of these sodels appear at
present to have such advantage ere? the others*
axb&ar MSftxrar bTOctich ruie
By a consideration of trie fields of the region in which they do
not decay as VT1 close to the source, Holtler17 has shown that quanti-
sation of these fields results In the radiat on of a 2 electric or
agnatic pole having an angular ausamtua of 2 *. with respect to the
Since lector angular snsmtasi of the nucleus nost be conserved,
the es&esion of radiation changes the angular raooentua in accordance
nith the sultipole order of Hw radiation* If the Initial and final
states of the nucleus differ by s»re than one unit of Momentum in
absolute ifegjQttnds, this places a lower Unit on the order of the
Hultipoio. Converselyf if the lifetias of the excited state indicates
that the lowest nultlpole order priissnt is 2 , it can be stated
that III - |lt/ -^ .
Although 2 £ nay be the lowest-order nultipole radiation pos-
sible, higher-order radiation is of course also possible up to the
Unit eatorstned by /I/ /!•/. Jiewavar, barring a coincidence
of charge distribution that reduces the strength of the 2 pole
far below that which would be predicted free the sise of the nucleus,










Another selection rule that rwst always bo obeyed is the con-
servation of parity in a transition* It eon bo shorn by a considera-
tion of the syaraatry properties of the elgsnfunetien of th? nucleus
that eslssion of a 2^ Fs&cnotle or 2 electric radiation always
involvee a parity change for the nucleus if / is odd and never if 1
is even* Thus, although thsee transitions involve tho seat probability
In the rough derivation above, it is inposaibl* for both to occur be*
the ease two states*
JJR9ERIL COBTSRSIOW
Any comparison of these results with theory involves a oorrec-
H
tion for tho coapeting reaction, internal conversion* Taylor and Hsti
have shown that internal conversion, being a one • step process and not
t photoelectric effect of the outgoing flwam - ray on tho atonic elec-
^
trons, is in fact a coapeting reaction reducing the lifetino of the
<Y eaalted nucleus* Therefore, it is correct to define the internal-
conversion coefficient as the ratio of the conversien electrons to the
of gawga-rey quanta and not as the ratio to their sun*
Tho calculation of these coefficients involves an evaluation of
the probability of transmitting to the atonic electrons His excitation
energy of the nucleus by a perturbation of thair wave functions, this
perturbation being eaueed by a onltipole in the nucleus of such strength
that it radiates one quantua per second* Since the fields due to the









those of the lower orders, this factor provides another cheek on the
order of an observed transition*
inch a calculation in the general ease is so complicated that the
forsalae derived are very restricted in their application* Oancoff
and ? m-risoir^ have obtained expreeaiona for the case in -which the
endtted electrons can be treated nonrelativistically and in the rola-
tivistic case in nhich tba binding energy of the electrons in the shell
sen be neglected* However, nunarical integration of the wave functions
on
by Roaecw shoes that, even in this Halted region, the predicted valine
ay be in error "by a factor of three or acre especially for the hi$iar-
order nuliipolea and mgnetic conversion* There are several other
aqsprosdnate fcrnulae available, but these are no batter when checked
with Rose*a data* Therefore, at the pu'oaeut tint, all calculations of
internal conversion coefficients oust involve numerical intenration
of the Sehrodinger equation.
The accurate exparinental detemlnation of the internal conver-
sion eeefficient is difficult because of the uncertainty of the rela-
tive efficiencies of the detectors for electrons and busts rays* The
ratio of the coefficients for the K and t shells is sneh nore
accurately deteradned and is a acre sensitive function of the transition,
particularly in separating electric and mgnetic transitions of similar
probabilities* For exaaple, gold has a wasured K to I ratio of 3.1.
Aseuadng electric 2** transition gives 0*£L for this factor, and a





Ami and Bancoff " have compared the lifetlae of £3
isooers with the theoretical lifetiesce predicted by the Weissacker
hypothesis corrected for Internal conversion and find that those
leasers do in fact fall Into group* characteristic of £ * U and
./• 5 spin change, with one case, that of flbf*"1 , corresponding to
^«
. This anroemiit indicates that the hypothesis is valid*
mxmm mnuram cr msiasxabie ist
The neutron excitation of a aetastable state is a special case
of inelastic scattering of neutrons. The process is shorn dla -ronati-
eally In Figure 2* On the left is shown the boabarded nucleus with
medbsr A , and on the ri$st is the conpound nucleus * 1th uass
A 1 acre tlgitly bound by the binding energy of the addi-
tional particle (on the order of 3 fctev). Hucleus A has a ground
state Q and a first excited level B*
Borfcar<te»nt by a neutron with energy 1*** than the energy of
level K is shown by the dotted line* m this case, the conpound state
can wait a neutron lseving the nucleus A only In the- ground state*
However, if the boc&arding neutron has a higher energy than does the
exalted level, tho conpound nucleus can decay to level I or to the
ground state, as shown by tt*> solid lines* The lowest neutron enerry
that excites level S is the energy of that level, provided the neu-
tron is able to carry the difference in angular nosrntun between
states and S. If this is not the ease, it say be necessary to ex-
cite a hif-hor state E* , whose angular nwaentum lies between that of E






















































































The ixema section for excitins level Is the product of the
cross actios of excitinc the compound nucleus, o-c t and the probe
31ty, f)|| of that nucleus deeaying to level .
Blatt ana Weiaskopf22 haw derived an expression for the cross
section for formation of the cowpound nucleus as a function of the
energy and orbital i—into* of the neutron with roepeot to the target
nucleus. This Is given to bet
<r^
- {2i 1) v%2 T,
% is the save length of the Incident neutron and T^ is the
transmission coefficient for the neutron through the l,oentrifu^lw
potential and also includes the reflection due to the energy discon-
tinuity at the nuclear surface*
AssTsainc a square potential sell for the nucleus, the transmis-
sion coefficient is sheen to bet
for the case in shieh the wave nusfcer K of the neutron in the
nucleus is lsr@e oosyared -with the save nusber k outside the
nucleus* In this expressior kft and X * KR, where H is the
nuclear radius and v^ is a factor detorr&nsd by the save function
of the neutron bean at the surface of the nucleus*
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?! m tP/(1 + ae2 )
v2 * *V(9 + 3&C2 y^)
The last expression elves the value of ^ tn the lijslt a: ^Kj^.
It should be naiad that th# angular nonentura * neutron can carry
into the ecf^pooRc! nucleus fear a given onartsr is nosh gytftjaif than mould
bo predicted tron a sinple quantisation of the ispaot pararBtor. An
800"*ev neutron Incident on Au ™ oan react only when it has orbital
«&gu>.r rsaae-ntiE J0. * or £ * 1, according to the naive approach*
Actual^, the cross section for £ * 2 is greater than for ^ «
and over half that for j2 • 1. -/ » 3 is sore than one-tenth and
«nn ./ » U is acre than one«4iundretith of the -^-1 value.
The probability for decay to a given state froa the corpound
nucleus fellows from a consideration of the reciprocity theorem which
states that
er(A ^BJA^ * cr(B -fr-A),"
connects the cross section for a transition iron state A to state B
with the reverse transition. ?J»s3eetin£ all Methods ef decay of the
compound nucleus oth<?r t-an neutron oniaaion, the fraction of the cc»»
pound nuclei which decays to state 1 with enerey Bn above the ground
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wtisre <r^*' to the cross Motion for the fersmtion of the ooc^oraad
nucleus froa 3xrv©l i and S is tho energy available for the transi-
tion fron the compound aaeteSb to the ground state of the rrochict
In a snail energy interval just above the threshold for level "1"
the sun in the doiwimitor will change only slightly, so that In this
intersal the probability ie rroportioml to (3 * %) o* c^\ As th*
energy of the ocapwwrX naclota is increased, the inoreaM in the sm
can no longer bo neglected, and the probability will be Ism than
predicted toy the proportionality*
10)
An inspection of the fora of <rc in the vicinity of tho
thrMhold shows that for the ease jL - the cross foction o- c (°)
-1/2
decreases as (r. - ft^) "^ | therefore, the probability of decay to that
state increases as (I - %») • For ^ • 1, for the neutron emitted
in the decay, the probability increases as {Z m E|a)^ and in general
« (£ - fc)^
+
*^*a Thus, it is easier recognised if tho decay to
an excited state is aecaoplished by the emission of an £. • neutron
because the excitation curve will approach the threshold with a verti-
cal tangent; whereas In e&see of hirhor £ , tho tangent will be
Borisontal.
This type of calculation applies directly to the case in which
















cases, however, this transition la so improbable because of spin
shangis involved that the cosexrand nucleus decays to an excited state
with an fctiteraediate spin, and that edited state decays in turn to
the intestable levrsl. the cross section for production of the leaner
aust tfon be corrected considering the relative probability of decay
from the excited state to the aetastabla state and the other available
levels* For this, the calculations described earlier in this chapter
aoeordlne to the ^eiasacloer hypothesis say be used.
00KEAR130S (F MSvTRCft! AHD FRCTCX! KXSTTHTKM
Bsutron and photon excitation of levels above the ground state
differ in two funrlanental respects. Since a neutron is ro-en&tted in
neutron excitation, it is not necessary that the neutron have exactly
the snerny of the level, whereas, in the ease of photons, the excita-
tion is a line absorption. Hence, for photons, it Is necessary to use
a broad snectrtn energy source, and increasing the photon energy gives
an isochrosat of the source. This aakss the shape of the excitation
curve depcriJont upon the photon source and not upon the excitation
The second difference is found in consideration of the angular
that can be carried in to chance the nuclear spin frors that
in the ground state to that in the excited state. a dipola radiation
oan contribute only one unit and a quadrupole only too units, taita-
tion by hi^>er-order aoltipole radiation is so unlikely that it is not
detectable in the ordinary investigations. The mm rules that mm
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tipol© radiation isprobabls hold for the oase of exciting that state
froa the ground 2*ml Iqt hi#i-ordar Bailtipole radlatJen* Tlsorcfore, it
is impossible to excite a xaatastablo atate of aoderats Hfotia© directly
However, neutrons ts^r carry in several units of angular hosskIcts
dsfpsndine upon their energy and the aissc of the targot nucleus. In the
ease of ltP$7, a 60O4bbt neutron sail change the spin of the nucleus
four units and is able to excite the eetastable state ilrectly. Oa
the ether hand, neutrons car. also carry in snail angular atasmiusi
ehanges with a hl^h degree of probability, so that any state which can
be excited by photons can also be excited by neutronsj and, in addi-
tion, neutrons sen excite ceny states whioh cannot be excited ly
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The neutrono used for activation of the metastable state were
obtained ftwtt the X4J(p,n)Be7 reaction, tavln^ protons from the M.I.T*
ftoetoleller e32^ratar. This reaction wee choaon because It has a cora-
ptarativoly lar^e cross section and provides marly nonoener£ctio
neutrons..
Since it was desired to study isomeric production near the threeh-
old for thio process, it was desirable that the reaction be endoercie
so that neutrons ifith low energies could be obtained « "4tth a *<-value
7
of -4.63 asyf the U (p,n) reaction satisfies this condition.
The presence of a lower-energy neutron group with relative inten-
sity of about 10 percent has recently been reported * at 3&t Ibst below
the aain £T««p. Since ths excitation curve for the aetaetable state
rises quite rapidly, this lower-energy group cause© no ar&iculty in the
results. It is of interest that the Aw^* excitation curve (Flgsre 13)
shows a slight rise within the statistical error at about 130 kev above
thresholu j this say be doe to this effect, but the results are not
conclusive*
Ths target use prepared by evaporating Metallic lithium (?2.
percent 11?) on a 10-?ail tantalum backing To prevent toe proton bean
from boiline the lithium off, the target was rotated with the beam
striking epTproxJaately one inch off center. An even costing was ob-
tained by rotating the target while the lithium was being deposited.
*>S
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Thus, the prdhlns of instaillng the target without the lithium's being
oxidised was ©liE&nat^d*
The thicimess of the targets used me of the order of 1$ to IK)
to, » M^l V to corr^V.oml =»W* -f tefetae to MtoM
to be the energy between the neutron threshold and the first geometri-
cal peak in the yield curve at decrees.
The proton accelerator -was an electrostatic TDnerator originally
used to aooelerata electrons* Swing the past two years, this gene-
rator hat bean converted into a positive-Ion accelerator by the !ft»Jear
Shijoldin- 3roup* Unfortunate^,', the beaa *m**&»d in a rose located
under ground so that the scattered neutron flux is quite hi^bt* The
target was located % inches from the analysing sngnot and only 3£
Irishes fron the concrete floor* In other directions, the situation
was considerably more favorable* For tfao aaasuraaants being reported,
hosever, scattered neutrons offered no problem because the eatposures
were nade in the region of hi^b direct flux cloae to the targst, and
the scattered flux, bains of lower energy, **d * stallor cross section
for interaction*
Ths beaa ess defined by crossed slits above the analysing magnet
and by horizontal slits beyond* Opening of 1 aillineter in the as:.'
slits corresponded to an energy resolution of 0*1 percent in the proton
beaa. However, for the isaaa^romsnts on gold, it was necessary to open
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The proton energies wero determined by a ganeratinc voltseter
Indicating on a 6 inch fan-type slofonrnvtor* This saeter could be
read to 0*1 of a division (about £ taw la neutron energy), and ueaaura-
oonta on the LdJ(n,n) threshold indicate tint It was reproducible
within this amount over the period of a run* Over a period of several
weeka, however, the calibration on the generating voltmter changed by
as rrach as several percent j therefore , it waa alsays checked against
the Il7(p,n) threshold (1.0-32 Her) at the boginaliig and the end of
each run*
In addition to thia calibration point, the circuit has been
ejhsstsed for linearity using IdJCpg.n), In which the proton is accele-
rated in a singly charged H2 Molecule, giving a threshold at 3«7 ?-2i Ssv,
twice the Xd7(p,n) threshold, the W with a threshold at l.Olo
Ifer, and the 0^(p,n) with a threshold at 3 .236 Sfev. It waa found
that the calibration of the actor against proton energy was linear in
the region of interest, although tho linear portion did not extrapo-
late to aero.
Prora the proton tsjsrgy, the neutron energy oan be calculated by
implication of conservation of aoeentun and energy. A tabulation of
this calculation prepared by SilUrd2^ was used in this investigation.
The neutron flux was Measured , using a lone counter of design
sinilar to that of Hanson and ifeRlbben . This counter, shown with
dinensions in Figure 3, consists of a cylinder of paraffin shielded ^
saoMuB surrounding a SF3 counter. The IF3 counter was 1 inch in diam-
eter with an active volune 12 inches lone* The fining KM of 9& percent
enriched W* at 50 ea. of mareury pressure*
as
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-Ulanr5 cohered the yield «wv« of the U (?fn) reaction «*
by this long counter with tha surra r^ll*hed **or * l>0-fe»v
target l^r Hawaii, Tsnehek, and illlAiai2^. %- assuming their yield
curve to ha carreer I lard was able to dattmLne a calibration far
th* long ccunter. Firur* I shows the relative raaponae aa a function
of tha energy of tha incident neutron* . In addition, ha found that,
ahan located ona aster from tha target at degrees, the counter gsve
60 counts pit rd«poeotilorit> af orotons oar tear target thickness in tha
not rx,rtl« of MM »'*») r*-M «»««. Th. f*rt Hi** •»
assured by tha Initial rise in tha yiald c^anrc. this gives an sV
solute calibration of tha oountar ahan coma red to "anion's ctuvo.
The associated electronics vara of conventional design, cone is tr-
ine of a hl^v-voltage anrr*3y, a nodal 100 linear aanlifier, and two
scale-ef-Sk scalar* oocrated In eeriaa#
Because it was hoped to take advantage of tha difference in
enemy hateam tha background and the radioMan under Investigation, a
scintillation spectresftter aas constructed. Although this disorisdna*
iion did not prove feasible, the scintillation counter aas used for
the ajjasufsiul of all Induced isomeric transitions*
Figure $ shows a block diagram of tha counter setup*
The counter itself was an HCA tin* <-*$ phototube with an opti-
cally clear anthracene crystal C.5> by 2 by h oantij*»t#rs osasnted to
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the crystal was covered with thin aluainua foil (1 Air or,, thick). Ths
tubs and crystal were surrounded on the sides V a O.GhO inch aw metal
shield for redwing stray ne^etle fields and lay 3 inches of lead to
reduce the radiation background
•
To permit rapid changing of samples, a breaa plate containing a
slide mas fitted on the crystal end of ths lead shield. The sample,
In the form of a 3-cra. dianster foil, could be placed In the sliie and
moved to a point opposite the crystal about 3 ministers from it.
Because of the critical dependence of phototube pulse-hei#it
SHfcput en the dyamode voltages, it is important that the high voltage
be tept very oonstant. The high-*oltage supply in the Atomic Instru-
ments Model 10£ Decade Scalar mas used, and the voltage mas monitored
with an electrostatic voltmeter.
TJ» phototube signal mas fad through a one-tubs cathode follower
prearapllflor into an Atomic Instrument Model 20bB linear amplifier,
this asolifier contains an integral pulse-height discriminator. Sines
the discriminator bias control furnished with the amplifier did not
permit reproducible settings, it was replaced by a fifteen-turn
Bscknan heliopot. To obtain a differential discriminator, the Inte-
gral discriminator from another 2QU) amplifier mas fed in parallel with
the first discriminator. The voltage for the bias of tha second dis-
criminator maa taken from the first with a mercury cell in series to
provide the window. This system made tfte window error equal to the
variation in th* voltage of the series battery instead of the track-
ing error in two potentiometers. The tfwo dlscriiainators were led into
separate sealers, and the differential count obtained by subtraction.
re
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Figaro 6 shews tb» pulse-h^irht distrlbutian obtaiaod from, a
<*W MM* Th. MtaMM* c»t.i» .'rtwc -3».ta» canv,r.ion
elBctooft lift© nhich proYidfetf an excellent- eo&rgr OAlibration point for
the counter*
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Cs 137 DIFFERENTIAL PULSE HEIGHT DISTRI-
BUTION SHOWING 650 Kev CONV. ELECTRON
LINE USED for ENERGY CALIBRATION.
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iv. imsrcoATxaiJ op goid
nr cr A*191* XXCITATIO*
In an article surveying the field in 19U1$ i&ttaTieh observed
that no cases of Ucsxsriaa had boon found for nuclei with a spin
l/2<I<9/£. Tills observation beeaae tajown as n tottauch»s second
rule*" The first exoention to be found was Ay ' ' with a spin in the
doss not decay directly to the ground state, so that technically eves
this activity does not violate this empirical "rule."
Wlodonbeck2^ in l$l£ reported a 7-eeeond intestable state in
gold exoited by boafcardlng a gold cathode counter with x-rays* $r
using a thick gold target and aJUadmn absorbers, he ins able to det*r-
ndne that the apprexlaate energy of this level ess 2£0 kev*
Subsequently, WlsdeflbeeiT investigated the quantun excitation
curve for gold using the x-rays produced by aonoenergetlo electrons
incident on a thick target* His results showed a series of levels
startinr *lth a threshold at 1.22 Hev and spaced about OJ. ?4ev apart*
fbe curve obtained and the levels assigned are sheen in Figure 7»
In addition, he reported having excited this level by mans of
fast neutrons. Using? a sotaieo of continuous x-rays, he obtained a
broad distribution of neutron energies from the Be*(-y,n) reaction*
the e^erl^srUJ. arrangsassnt is shown in Figure 8* In the region of
Mnrl.wm neutron energy Iron 1*22 to 1*3 -tev, the counting rate in his
: counter was considerably above background and increased linearly
with energy in anon the sas» say as with x-rays. He concluded that the
mm n
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QUANTUM EXCITATION CURVE for Au l97*ond LEVELS



















ARRANGEMENT USED by WIEDENBECK to IN
VESTIGATE NEUTRON EXCITATION of Au 197
(From Phys. Rev. 68, I (1945)
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tteraaho&i far nerstron excitation was the sas» as for aNrttya* Hie
investigation, however, iw lir&ted to th« energy interval close to
the photon th fishold by snxiisun neutron energy available.
In the dsterRln-^tlon of the excitation function, using either
quanta or particles having a continuous energy distribution, t m levels
only appear as slight changes in the slops of a curvef hence, the
soercy assignwent and often the existence of the level are uncertain
and wy even involve a subjective (ieclsion. If aonoenergotio eouroes
are used, the breaks in the curves are snob sharper, and the results
are oonsitforably nore certain*
nocEiFTicnr or rm &nor wms tka^
Because of the eonplexlty of its excited states, the various
levels in "old have been the subject of a great deal of nuclear in-
vestorstion. On. the other band, gold nee the great simplification of
being taonoisotopic with a smss of 197. Another advantage in the present
investigation is the absence of any short-lived neutron capture reac-
tionj the only one known leads to An1^6 with a 2.7-day half-life.
A. 1*.!. in taW Mi into thn- .pMfr MMtf gto*?
with no evidence of transitions between any of the groups, as shown in
Figure 9m The levels are shown in three groups to anphasise the in-
probabllity of transitions between the groups*
the first group consists of a level at 77 ksv that is reached by
K-capturo froa the lower 2J-faour isoprric state of Ha1??* It has been
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Hg 197 Au 197
Figure 9
.197LEVELS in Au' 3 ' as DETERMINED by the
DECAY of Hg 197 (Energy in Kev)
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i xsppar iaamrlQ state in aavouiy with a half-life of 25 hours
alec decays by K-capture. In pi ewrewr the oases, the ascay Is
foll^ed by the ealasion of a l££-kev @as»fr«ray toali KT^ second
isoaerie lovol which In turn decay* by the endssion of a 135-kev gatsas-
ray^V'3. Aasuairi transition to be rjadrupoOe or Mag-
netic dipele, the ' -'aiaaecSgsr hyr*otfrc*ia p-nsdicte a half-Hfe for the
fluaefc-traraition c" . x ICT^ seconds. This neglects the effect of
internal conversion on the lifetime > but the calculations of Rose et
al^k indicate that the conversion eeofficient will be lees then unity
and, hence, not stifficiest to reduee the predicted half-life for a
hi^wr-ordcr transition bole** a few sderoseeonda*
The remising }; percent of the nuclei in the ?>*our mmvaey
decays to a 7«3~**eoad level which in turn decays \& the esdaeien of
tee internally converted @fta*aa both of about 270 ker^^. Originally,
the lower level was reported to be only I order of 70 lasv^, and
this vato is found la stash ef the litsrat'jre. This detersrination was
nade by scans of an absorption ef the conversion electrons in alralnua
by Frauenfelder, Euber et al# However, the reinvestigation by sea-
born ef this :xouo, wtn$ a isaanetie speetseoeter, revealed a coinci-
dsnee rate in the ^-conversion line for TfO~te&v gamsas that was about
twenty tiwee the chance coincictenco rate. The ratio of sV to l>com«r--
sion was alee determined as 3
1
the 7;eisasekar calculation of the half-life with an energy
of 270 kev, the following waives are obtained for several different
changes in nrclear angular nonentaj
(»£
X*i% *«*•&£ a io » twbim •& ^f fa*
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' transition, both having the sane probability
under the Weisaaeker !vpe*ha«ia.
Fron *Ms tab!-, the transition frorc the *?-aeoond stats in evi-
dently of the A w>| tp!* and, nonce, auceayanlad by no change In
parity. However, it ia net ittsflible to determine fron the half-life
whether the transition is an electric r nols which involvas a spin
ehanrTB of h or is a laacnetic 23 pole with a spin change of 3. The
aabiguity is removed by the eonvorsion coefficient data which show
the transition to be of the nagnetie t^rpe^.
Frauenfblder* reports that the state to vhioh this isomeric
level decays has no appreciable lifetins, and Segre and Helrtielts^
set this lifetime at lees than 1 ndlcroeocond . later in this section,
it will be shown that this transition cannot be of the A • 2 tjjpe,
because of parity coaai/leratiora. In rtm of the erndeneea of the theo-
retleal calculations of lifettaes, the noswibilitgr cannot be ruled out
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i. The oi-her possibility sorrespsada to an electric dipole
transition which in general does not occur because of the srallrK sc
e£ the electric dipols aonent.
Figure 10 shows the emrgy lsvols involving th* 7 seoend wete-
stftbla level, together -Kith tha parity and! spin aasipnsents that r«y
be ande from neutron excitation of the isomer*
Because the decay of the ?-eeccnd level directly to the ground
state in not observed, although the energy is twice that for decay in
cascade, this transition most hare a A value greater than k* How-
ever, this level may be excited directly by neutrons, as is sheen
later in this chapter*
A eenpariaon with theory of the ssqpsriisantal cross section for
the production of the isomeric state shoes that the neutron cannot
carry in acre orbital angular nswntusi than ^ * 3» The shape of the
excitation curve shows thet the neutron is emitted with / • 0* To be
added to this value of J • 3 is the contribution of the neutron spin
which nay be -1, 0, or 1, depending upon the orientation of the spins
of the incident and emitted neutrons relative to the orbital jaoa»ntun*
tin*, a £ • 3 neutron can excite a level with a spin differing from
the ground state by 2, 3, or h units* This reaction gives a change
In parity of the excited state due to the £ value being odd for
101 inCicjenv neu ran and even ror tne eaitruoct neinsron*
the spin chances of 2 or 3 between the ground and the excited
state with a parity change both £ive a li?eti» correaponding to A "3


















197LEVELS EXCITED by NEUTRONS in Au'" wnich
DECAY to the METASTABLE STATE ot 540 Kev.
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with a parity change, however, give* a septette 2^~po3j» transition with
a lifetime approximated by letting A * £• Thus, th* spin and warily
ationahip between the ground stats and the 7 eesond aetastablc stats
are uniquely dstexrdned, an s shewn that th*» neutron enters the
Atr^ nucleus vita orbital angular momentum of 3 and its spin parallel
to the orbital axis, and It is snltted with angular wassnfaai sere and
Its spin i eversed
•
Since the Isomeric transition involves no parity change, the
larvel to which It decays Bust also have a parity different from the
ground state* This mice out the possibility of a transition Iron
this state to the grow! state having A even, and in pertleulir It
excludes A 2.
Two othe* level* at 1.1L and i.Ut Iter are found Mist may bo est*
cited by fast neutrons of << 2~5&v anorgy. Ilowevor, at these energies
,
the Incident neutron say carry in even nera angular nonentusu At the
saas tins, tliere is no llfstlns requirement on the state, except that
transitions to the netestable state are quite probable* Furthermore,
the shape of the excitation curve for each level individually cannot
be det*rain*d because of the uncertainty in the contribution of loser
levels to the isoneric state* ?or these reasons, little can be deduced
frosi the neutron excitation curve about these states other than th
exergy*
It Is of interest to ossfare the energies determined by neutron
excitetion with those ^isdsnbock has reported for quantum excitation*
In Chanter II it has been sheen that any level excited by a quantum
ssmmiT 1 be excited to an appreciable degree by neutrons. The level
e*
r.»ct oJtovsoa* erf* attdft
ufrflrf •#**• bflffOT: *
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excited by l*lb-ttr neutrons apparently corresponds to the threshold
found Tor l*22~ifev quanta* The agreenent is considered satisfactory
because of tha difficulty of dsducinf this threshold accurately fttn
the saall slope between the quantura excitation curve and the axis*
However, no evidence is found with neutrons of the level reported for
quanta at left Ifcfee
The fact that the 1.1'*?»t level can be excited by quanta enables
a determination to be mds of its spin relative to the ground state*
Ths spin change of h from the ground state to the jaataatable state
with a parity ehan@s must be accomplished by the absorption of a quan-
toa pins tho ealesion of another*
There are tare possibilities with hi$i sneu$i probabilities for
the process to occur* The excitation ia either by an -^- 2 yes (n*c-
netio quadrupola} radiation followed by decay to the iaorarric otato by
^£ e 2 no (olsetric quadrnpole) radiation or excitation by jEw 3
yea (electric octupole) radiation followed by £ * 1 no (nagnetic
dipola) radiation* It is ijgpooeiblc to separate these since they both
have the sane probability according to the v/eiasao&Br J^pothoeis. Sow-
ever, the decision as to whether a transition corresponds to the exci-
tation of the hi^ier level or the decay to the netastabls level la
unautiicuous because the decay to the estaetabls level sjst be able to
eoepcte suaeesefully with the decay to the ground state in spite of the
tdgter energy involved in the latter*
thfcrtenetely, the iodenbeok data do not pers&t even an infer-
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rmaH cr
I i of the MfeM «ltatfcm ration of A^* «,
complicated V two factors
t
1. The cross Motion for the excitation process is so
small that it was necessary to sacrifice part of the energy rosoltrtion
to obtain activities larga oossiared to the background; and,
2* The half-Ufo of the isoswic state is only 7 seconds.
Firure 11 shows the «ocper±s»ntal setup used for the gold inves-
tigation.
The technique used involved irradiatinf: the sample in the tarm
«f a foil with a known fte of nonoenertjetic neutrons for IS seconds,
cuttint off tho neutron beam, fcjaneforrins the foil to a scintillation
counter, and counting the activity for 1- seconds*
The told foil was 3 cm in disaster end 0*1 mm. thick with a sass
of lJb20 ^rams* To permit rapid transfer of the foil from th» irradiat-
ing position to the counting position, the foil was mounted in a de-
pression at one end of a balalite slide 1/3 inch thick ay 1-1/2 inches
wide ty 3 feet in length. This sill© was oarrled in a slot in the
•Mold of the scintillation counter, which has been described previously*
When the slide was against the stop at ens end, the foil was accurately
positioned next to the crystal of the counter* "Shan it was against tho
stop at the other end, the slide was held by aluminum fingers in front
of the beaa to eliminate errors due to the flexibility of the slide*
This arrang—nt was necessary to keep the counter oat of the region of
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of the counter on all sides frost tho stray jpawMwy bso^t^rouatl itot
was present even when the bean was not striking the target.
During the counting periods, the neutron bean wac cat off V
closing a tarrUlurvbac!;cd flap valve in th© proton beam* This valve,
unfortunately, was located near the target instead of at tha entrance
slit of the deflection chejwber. For this reason, slight wsndoringi
resulted in the beta striking the oUaabei ' mils -which caused large
fluctuations in the background durlaf the counting perio .
To Erasure the background flttlle the countIn-; was taking place,
another scintillation counter with characteristics as nearly as possible
like the counter for the gold w&s sat up. This n«*w counter was placed
beside tha other with the saas amount of shielding but also was shielded
fron the gold activity. The soalars for both counters were arranged so
that they sere controlled by the saas switch. Teat activation runs were
than mde which were Identical to the true runs, except for the oois-
sion of tv pM frca the slide. These rune showed the bacl^rounds of
the tec counters under these conditions to be the one within a statis-
tical uncertainty of about 5» percent* Since the background crwf aoat
of the curve was of th© order of 10 percent or less of the induced
activity, the Batching was considered satisfactory*
The neutron flux for these runs was determined by the long coun-
ter previously described. The counter was set up one aeter fron the
target at sere degrees . The nuaber of counts during each irradiation
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the exposure of th«> foil was Initiated l^r the operator^ pull~
in£ a cord with his left hand which opened the flap valve and allowed
the proton beam to strike the target* After lr* seconds, the cord was
released and the flap was closed by a eouisterwaight. th« seas
ttas» the otjerator pulled a seosnd cord with his right hand which noved
the slide into position, and with his l^ft hand, ho started the coun-
ter* This arrangement pretented the accidental starting of the counter
before the bean was off* ,'ith practice a rhyttaa -was established that
pendtted starting the counting period one-half second after the end
of the irradiation period with a variation of lees than one-rfoiirth
of a second* This variation corresponds to a random error of less
than 3 percent*
cr the DATA
Kach observation yielded on the order of 1*0 to 100 counts In
the l£~eecond counttnr 'nterval with a background of about 20 couate*
At each enerf^y} five ot nere identical rune were istde and averaged to
reduce the statistical and other randoa errors, eueh as variations in
the length of tim between the end of the irradiation and the begin-
ninr; of the counting* an analysis of the individual readings taken
at tte saons energy shoes that they agree aassjg thcneelves within the
statistical error* The nonexistence of appreciable errors due to
slow variations was shown V the reprodveibilitgr of the data over a
period of several days*
Two tests were aada to cheek that the 7-eeecnd iseanrlc state of
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noting the nasber of combs at the end of ©ash 5 seconds. This aethod
«8 subject to I&rga statistical and husaon orrors, but the results
tiers consistent with a half<-»li£b between 5 and 10 seconds. Irase there
are no other known activities which could be excited In cold with this
half-life and since th* activity was not found when the gold -was re-
saved frost the slide, this was considered sufficient to identify the
activity.
m addition, a polso-heinht distribution curve -was run to iden-
tify the enercy. This curve also suffered froa poor statistics bat
vie consistent with the known characteristics of the isonoric state*
In the dsternjrattan of the excitation curve, the energy resolu-
tion was affected tor three aajor factors, the fluctuations in the energy
of the proton bean, the thickness of the lithiun target, and the dspead-
ence of the neutron energy on the angle of emission. A fourth factor,
scattered neutron*, any be neglected because of their law intensity
relative to the direst beaa in the region in which the foil was ex*»
pSJSJB*
To increase the beaa current striking the target, it was neces-
sary to operate with the bean defining slits opened to j sdlllnetars.
This leads to a resolution of apprejdaat*?ly IS kev in tfee proton bean
and, hence, in the neutron bean* Since the beaa striking the slits
ass largo compared to the opening, all energies in this region are
apprcKiaately equally represented*
The effect of using a target of finite thickness is to give also
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caused by the slit spmlng. The effect* are therefore additive and,
accord-Li;; "to nsasursflsnts on 'the rise or t!so neutron yield, curve at
ahold, amount to a reaolurtian kev in this itwaailgatio»»
The third factor in the resolution, the ancle at the target
intercepted by the foil, must he considered bees***© of the dependence
of tJia neutron energy on angle. For these aoparlaanto in "which tha
cross section for tha reaction la quite snail, it was found necessary
to sacrifice angular sand, bonce, energy resolution in order to place
the foils close eno^i to gat sufficient activity. Aecordingfty, tha
foils were exposed $ eentinoters froa the target* They intercepted
a hftlf angle of 17 degree* for tha portion of the starve above 1.0 !*v.
Below 1.1s Iter the exposure was made at h centimeters with a half ancle
of 21 degrees. This corresponds to an energy s-xreftd of 7$ law at 600
law in tJte forward direction any? to 35 Jaw at 2.0 5iw.
Figure 12 shows the correction that jsast be applied to the wor.'-
Bftsn neutron energy ^° obtain the aean energy of neutrons incident on
the foil. This curve was obtained by the following considerationo
.
For the pumose of calculating the seen energy ineident en tha
foil, the bean aay be considered uniform in Intensity over tha ancle
involved einos the energies involved are well above the LiCp.fc) t&reah-
old.
let the energy spread due to the slit width plus the target
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fm variation of the cross Motion for the production of ths
lsonerlc state any be considered constant tTrar tha energy spread Zl Sq
swept at threshold.. Assurae for the iwirrt. that tlie neutron bean is
iroiioenergciic at degrees; that is, that ^ L is sero. ^iea, tha
activity ch» to each incresant of energy is proportional to tto area
of the target subtended \t/ £>» corresponding increment of angle at the
source. This obviously increases linearly with energy up to the ancle
intercepted by the whole target foil* The man energy in terns of the
activity it produces is then calculated to he 0.707 of the total
spread,^Ke, bale* the degrees energy.
This result aey now he integrated over the spread of neutron
emrglas present at degrees. Again ssswaing the cross section to be
constant over the energies involved, the correction to be subtracted
from th« immSmm energy is found to bet
0.S AEp 0.707 A%
The calculation of course does not hold at threshold because of
the assumptions on tbe offset of energy on cross section. <<hen the
wadaaa energy Is Just equal to the threshold for excitation, the cor-
rection wast be sero because that is the only energy causing excitation.
Another roint nay be calculated lay considering the case in which
the lowest energy pr^mmA is just the threshold energy. Again, with
ssasUhat less justification, assure the cross section uniforn over each
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A calculation sinl~ atdKtaf gives a
hs equal 1
0.3? A?^ G.707 A
This corroction is mawwhat too large due to the assumption on A
but "iva ft reasonable arnrcedjBfetioo of the true value*
The activity of thro »?old above backgroundw divided by thro
neutron ftw and is slotted in Vigors 13 as a function of the nroan
energy of tha neutron bean as corrected according to the preeedinr
•ensiderations. The upper portion of the curve ta!*n with the foil f
eentinntors frost thro target hi noraaliaed to the activity expected at
U centiliters to join with the lower portion of the curve* The two
seotiono overlap in the energy Interval fitm 1*0 to l»h J*v«
Thro neutron weeitatien curve shoe* the characteristic ehape for
three levels at ?30 ^ 20 lanr; l*lh 0.Q3 Ubv| and l*Jjii 1 0.03 2*jv
with a possible fourth level at about 1*77 SBrov. The errore assigned
are es' lnstes of the uncertainty In the detersinatian of the enorgy of
thro neutrons end thro location of the level on the curve.
Thro eeotion of the curve In the vicinity of the IfiUHttsr l«vel
was cl»cko<? with higher resolution to he sore that the level was actu-

















































The curve shows about a 10 percent rise 1*30 ksw above threshol .
Although this nay be explained by statistical uncertaint-/, It sees*
acre probable t -s is due to the second energy group reported to
bo 381* ker below the sain group with a relative Intensify of 10 r>er-
Ths threshold -value is of special interest because it corre-
sponds quite closely with Briber** asasurwuit which shoes the astastable
level to be about $kQ kev above the* ground state* As a result, there
appears to be little doubt t at the neutrons are able to saeoite the
stastabls state directly*
CQ&PAHTSOW CP THE tMSCRSTDCAL
am) soerheittal cnoaa saorcos©
A knowledge ef the cross section for the formtior «ta-
stable state is of great inportanee in assicninr an £ value to the
incident neutron that excited that state* A oosmrison of this cross
d
section with the ©- cross section for the feras tier, of the compound
nucleus Au*^ as a function of J for ths incensing ueufcrmi is suffi-
cient in thia ease to place a sextan* on ths angular aofsmtas the neu-
tron can carry
The calculation of ov followiag the Method of nlatt and
Veisskopf, as described in Chapter II, il ^arrie^ out in the energy
region of 600 to 1200 &sv for ^ £ £ . Ehe results are id
in Figure I5 .
Determination of ths esperinsntal cross section involves tejoel-
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counter for countine the excited state. The largest error in this
croes section will result fren the difficulty In eval-iatinc the second
factor.
la the data plotted on Fi£ure 13, the ordinate is the nusfcer of
counts of the Au3^* activity divided by the maker of register counts
fron the lone counter stosft operating thrones a scale of IOC'.; scalar*
XUtrdT has deteratoed that the Hat part of the neutron yield curve
this counter at degrees and one meter firm the target gives 60 counts
per s&croooulosfc of protons per kev of target thickness, the target
thiclciess being Measured by the initial rise of the neutron ytjK curve
with rood proton energy resolution, Frora the data of Hanson, Tasehek,
and illiaas on neutron yield, a UO-fcev targat in this enerffir region
gives h*¥? x Vr neutrons per ndorocoulost) per unit solid ancle at
degrees. Therefore, each count on the long counter corresponds to
) neutrons per unit solid angle at decrees.
When exposed at h oentiaeters, the >centii»ter foil intercepts
a solid an$je of 0.123 stsradians, nance, each count on the long
countor indicates that the foil has bean twrersed tgr 232 neutransj or,
taMnc into account the sealing factor, each register count stands for
2.38 x 10? HsutrtsM throng the foil*
The area of the foil is 7«07 square eentlneters, and the mass is
l.Ii20 jpasss corresponding to h.% x Vf1 Au3^ nuclei. Therefore, an
ordinate of unity on the plot in Figure 13 is equivalent to a cross
•sotion of 0.006? barns if it is assumed that the scintillation coun-
ter counts every gold nucleus excited* this, then, is the aininal value
85
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that ths cross section can have. Qa Figure 25, the xdninal cross
tion for the production of the nstastable state in MM vlainttgr «f the
threshold is plotted as a function of energy, together with the e rose
section far the fhmetlon of the Air^ compound nucleus \r/ an *£ i
neutron, a~cW It Is seen that I even less than this sdniaua over
out as the E»thod of asoitinr the ? —eond state direct! .
Of course, the stniatil value eorsnited is too low tip- a factor
equal to the reciprocal of the overall rtfioionoy of the counter for
counting the netastable state* Since the foil thickness la over 10
tir»a y» rang* ef the conversion electrons, their contribution to the
efficiency way be neglected, and the TrmrtM.Bc rate aay be considered' to
sees entirely froa the geld sHtny* produced on their ertLaaion and from
the unconverted ffawi* lays. Doe to the reselu ion of the scalar fol-
lowjjv* Hw Mrtrts^ III rtiHf -"' • W^kWmtm HUM state cannot
be separated froa the isoaaric state.
T&ing the ra»*-*bsorption coefficieat for th« gold K-eeriee x-rays
of 3^0 v.?/m, it «. to ***** ttat . to th. II 11- r - OM.
of a source 0.1 adLHiaeters thick, th« self-absorption is 0.73* the
attenuation of this radiation in the crystal aay be calculated to bo
Q.76, ecrrosponding to an abeerption of Q.2t}«
For toe 2?0-k»v unconverted radiation, the self«*bsorption 3s
snail and the crystal absorption 0.20. This gives an efficiency for
counting the a-vtys froa this source of about 0.13 and for ths $uar»-
rays about the sans figure. So far, it has been nsrlceted that only
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half of the radiation is directed toward the counter and that tssio de-
cays tate» place for each swtastabls nucleus* However, these factors
nill cancel eaoh other to the extent of the troertanity involved In
this calculation. Softer x-<rays, notably the L series, have also been
neglected In this appreK&tttion.
There is another factor to bt considered, the efficiency of the
ftiefe«»Bltiplier for oountins soln oris in ih* crystal* This has
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gas-flow counter. It is found that this factor, which also corrects
for the scintillation counter geoastry beinpr sli^itly teas tan
percent, is 0.*X)«
Pros all these considerations, it is cstlssttod that the scintil-
lation counter counts about 16 percent of the kvr^* nuclei decaying
during the counting interval* The bias on the diseriainatar, however,
uas set so that 10 percent of the eounts war© not recorded, and the
ocuntinc period of two half-lives uas such that only "# percent of
the nuclei decayed durinc the period* Therefore, the ecrreetion to
the cress section should be increased by a factor 1*1*8, c**ing a final
value of 0.2k* Because of the necessary eradeneas of this calculation,
it is considered that it nay be In error by as aach as $Q perccr .
In Figure l£, the cross section for the foraetien of the aeta-
stablo state In the vicinity of the threshold Is plotted with this
factor a;-oiled to the a&aixael cress section. A plot of fess cross sec-
tion for the foruation of the ©otpound nucleus *$r an £. * 3 neutron is
ia
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also shaan mi the sua* sranh.
It is expected that the cross a«ction fear production of the
Isomeric state would be ssk spared to c^ * Ikwever, thi
transition to t!i* aotastable 9tat@ can coc^oto very successfully with
the transition to the ground state or othar ensiled Levels Hssanss it
involves the osdasion of an >/ « neutron* Decay of the ooapovnd
nucleus to the ground state rsq^iires that an ,/- 3 neutron be eaitted.
Assua&n that only the grand state and the astastable state compete,
a calculation, such as described in Chapter IT, reveals that T? percent
cf the eoopound nuclei «U1 go to the netesta^la level* Recalling that
the sQQ^erissntal cross section nay be in error by 50 percent in abso*
lute aa&iitude, it ie seen that the results are in agreeaant eith the
essnsar>tion that the activation tatos place slth an -/» 3 neutron*
Figure 17 snoss a plot or toe neutron as&itation curve iron
threshold to tha first excited state above it, corrected for the cross
section for the reduction of the compound nucleus. The resulting
curve is wis prooanti ,1 >y e» cant«xng a ecuwon ironw oampswcj
nucleus vith j£ * and the spin opusalts to that of ths incident neu-
tron* This curve has ths typical shape for the emission curve of an
£ i neutron startini; out as an (K • %^T surre (also shown) and
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Th© loatastable state In In*^ has been studied by miea«*r<n» invc
tigaters, not only to dotew&ne the prefsertloa of the state itself,
but also a« a eonvonient threshold detector. The relatively large
oroet section far production of the lsoE**r and its convenient half-
lift state} it ideal for sany problcos.
Xn 1939, Ooldhaber, 'till, and 3«Hardr^ reported th© exaltation
of E*1^* by inelastic scatter *on* from a radetwilnhe-
heryllluM source -iving noatrone of a wjnrtwjsa energy of about 13.^ "-•©•
The results were clwefced by exciting the state with 2 #^-lfcnr d-d neu-
trans. It was shown that t?« activity ©slanged to the raaas 11? indiuo
Isotope and not to the mss 113 V producing Q4p° froa Ctir*" \& an
(n,tn) reaction. T5» Cd2,1 ' they decayed to In11^. On the other hand,
Cd is stable and, hence, md to In^3*.
The metastasis state has sine* been pmduoed by Barnes and
Aradine^ with 6*7«44sr protons and l?y Larto-niororlts, Risser, and Ssdtfcr*1
with l'-?trv al^-particles.
The first extensive exeltai ion curve for this level was obtained
tgr ftftldaen and ViftdHftselr?* tteiag **wys to produce tho iseaer, they
reported levels at 1«12, l»3$t 2.33, and 2«#i Sfcv which deejay to the
netastable lovol. 'vhsequent measurements by Killer and v aidwaar have
eeoftnaed the existence of the first two levels but ©srrected their
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quired the use of a thick x-rav target and tharefor© suffered free the
sase difficult/ In interpretation as did iedenbeek's *©rk on j^eld.
j&sevar, HQBte and ,*ldsnn found it possible, to use a thin target that
gave nueh flora pronounced breaks in the excitation curve corresponding
to tha tarsia. In addition, they found a seek activity (twice the bac5e»
ground) with 88 -4oev x-rays wldoh uea considered to ba possibly the ex-
citation of an 373-kev level, reported by lawson and Corkr •
A neutron excitation curve has been obtained by Coheir* using
13
G (d,n) and d-d neutrons fro© a iMirv Cavendish generator. Sleoauae
of the reaction that was necessary to produce the neutrons, the curve
could not ba carried to tha threshold of tha sanitation but had to ha
Stopped at about T. "itov« Figure 10 shows the results that vera ob-
tained. It is to be noted that the presence of individual levea* was
not detected* This is probably because so sany levels contribute to
Hie excitation at tha h±$i energy inrelved that tha breaks das to the
Individual levels could not be seen*
In connection with an investigation of threshold detectors,
Tasche*tr° obtained four points on tha neutron excitation curve in the
energy region fron 600 to 3500 tev. Of course, these data are too
sketch;-- to shoe ore than the genera! trend of the curve.
nscRiprio?! cf onaar vents rs m1^
The energy of tha isoirric state has been Measured by Ball,
Retelle, and Cassidy^ using both a scintillation cewUr and a nag**tic
lens s^ctronater. It is found that the R-oonversion olectrans have an
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Thr -life of the atato, accordine to the 4H«ntatien of lawson
and Corlr*, la !*•? hotjrs.
Assessing the transition to be of the A L typo, A defined in
Raptor 37, the veissaeker hypothesis predicts a half-life of h seconds j
while, if it is assumed to be A « «?, the result is 300 hoars. All
the agrcswat is not too good, it bscbsi hi£ily probable that the
sition is of the latter tyr*e involving an electric 2> polo or a i»£-
»2tio <r pole radiation*
fhe K- to L-conversion ratio in this esse doss not sive a conclu-
sive dsoision between these two possibilities* Axel and Beaeoff*2 re-
port a theoretical value of . or the Magnetic saas aad 2*#j for the
electric nultipola transition* the exnerisessal value ?iven is 5»0*
Ittus, it would seem to favor choosing the negnetic transition*
Consideration of t!w spins involved, however, rsaoves the arfci-
gutty, the ground state haa a spin of . The electric 7? pole
transition requires a spin change of £ boteeen the ground and weta-
stable states* If the -v>ssibility of a spin of #fi is ruled out be-
cause it la too large, there is no possibility for an £ m fl transi-
tion* Oa. the otter hand, assuadn^t the zwtastabls level to have a spin
of 1/2 anrees with a mgnetic T* pole transition bavin? a spin change
of h and a parity change.
Figure 19 shows the Detestable levels, together with those found
at 600, 9'X),. and 1370 law fron the neutron exultation curve cietcrrsined
in this invostlf«tion« Also shown is the competitive decay of the
aetastablo level in about £ percent of the oases b^ esdasion of a
83
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batty-particle havinc a WMrtwi ©mrgjr of 330 larr, as found by 3©11,
Ketella, and Caaai^r".
The aoctstdnoe of this beta-decay baa been ©oafirsskl in connec-
tion with this tta$r of indius* Figera f shows a puls*-hei|£t distri-
bution obtained frow an d-sdl indium foil bonberdad with neutrons fro»
tba IS* I* T. cyclotron. The shape of the curve is distorted because
the foil an thick eesjBerod with the range of the electrons, but tho
existence of tho 312-fesv conversion electron and 330-knv beta-decay
is clearly shown.
It aces* litoly that ths qiaurtwvdnduead activity below 900 fcnr
reported by Jiillar and aldaan and by Lessen and Cork was actually
exalting of the 6004tev level. If this is assumed, it fallows thst
the spin mA paritgr of that level most he such that this prooeas can
take place often enough to ha observed but that the ^recess if sons*
stoat forbldden.
A A * 2 or lover transition (electric quadrupole or smgoetio
dipola) raay ha ruled out because this makes the transition to the imttal
state so suoh nore probable thaa that to the netastable state that ess-
citation -would not be observed. On the other hand, A - I or higher
can be alternated for the transition from the growad state to the &30-
feev level because suoh a transition Is too improbable for quantum
the reaais&^ possibility A • 3 involves a parHgr ehsnss and a
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Figure 20
DIFFERENTIAL PULSE HEIGHT DISTKIbUTION for In115 from
THICK FOIL SHOWING 312 Kev CONV. ELECTRON LINE and
830 Kev BETA DECAY (Energy calib. from Fig. 6)
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•jositation* A spin change ©f 2 with parity change could be provided
by an ^« 1 wan i>* 3 neviron; MP this is the case, neutrons will
excite this level strong other hand, a spin chanr? of 3
with paritgr change requires an £~ 3 neutron, giving a saall proba-
^Jnfortunataly, it was net possible to determine the cross section
for neutron excitation In this region, Therefore, no choice can be
wide between these two, and both spine are given <m Figure 19*
For the case of the higher levels, aany spin and parity choices
will give results consistent with the observed excitation curves.
EXPSBB&HTAIi SffTOT1
The indium eanples were In the forts of foils I Mils think and 3
on* disaster. These foils were irradiated for h hcRirs with T>no-
•nsrgrfcic neutrons from the Ii7(p,n) reaction using a 20-4e»v thick
target on the Rockefeller generator. After irradiation, the foils were
eounted in the scintillation counter, described in Chapter HI.
Such a long exposure , necessitated by the lon<? lifetime of the
isoaer, Intredttsss several problsas Into the determination of the exci-
tation curve. It is iapossible to Weep the neutron flux constant over
the eacposure without sacrificing a portion of it to orovide a ranrw of
adjustzaont. If the flux change* during this period, a ainpla integration
of the neutron flux is not sufficient for the determination of the cross
section. At the tixas thaws seesurassnts were laede, a continuously re»
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essaiy to obtain several point© em the excitation curve during the
sans irradiation, tins determining a motion of the curve, these sec-
tions soul'? then bo joined by overlapping*
Another factor to be considered is the availability of generator
tijaa* If each point on tha ewi-ution curve is detorained separately,
the espoeure tine required heeeons prohibitive*
For theao reasons, advantage was taken of the dependence of the
neutron energy an angle, and swam foil* were oecpoaed Biaoltamtaatly
at aneloa ranging Aran to 75 dagreas* 71 *ure 21 shows tha foil
saw •^s^j^bf^pjBbbbiks.9 * \fm ^esssj^^sner^an^n* a)
In order to obtain sufficient activity in thf? foils, it aaa a*e-
•anas?- to place the folia so that the nearest edge aas only 1 est* from
the neutron oouroe. At this distance, tha easany resolution aas pre-
served by rolling the foils into snail, cylinders about 3 *. In dlam-
eter and aountin£ then radially about the source*
The effect of capture of theraal neutron* aaa fd.nialsed by count-
ing the side of tha foil rolled Inside* All of this capture activity
is located In the very ^bln layer ahich aas outside} so that nest of
the foil is shielded from theraal neutrons*
After irradiation the foils acre counted In rotation six to eigtt
tines over a period of about 3 hears, starting aith the lowest activity
to separate the ^r-ts&mrte capture activity frets the !,* '~*hour activity
of m13^*. To increase the ratio sj m3^* to En11 counts, advantage
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figure 21. 'Jl arran^—arrt f«p the in01\m aetiv&iian shewing tto





levels of the differential discriminator wore set to record counts corre-
sponding to an cmepg>* between 350 and l*£0 tarv. This Includes Best of
the counts ftpae Tsr^* (see Figure Ki) bat includes oaty imrt of the
counts froa ar-w (Bgtg « $>G few* for the beta-?>article coitted).
An attest to separate tho two activities was mde V eeasparing
the mrfoer of counts above and bale* the pulse hei$tt correspendinc to
litfQ feov, thaw wtair. H* difference In shape of their pulso-*wi£ht
distributions* However, it «• found that the statistical uneertalstr
in this nethod rade it inpractioablo.
fj MW • Ml MM
In order to take proper account of all points asking up the decay
eurve of a siven foil, it ma considered desirable to oospare the exper-
iasntfil curve with a theoretical dsoay curve* ..-inco tho construe fcion
of such a thsorrtleal curve presupposes a knowledge of the relative
aaounts of the two activities present, a curve to include all eases had
to be found.
All the flecperlsrantal curves sere plotted with the sane seal* on
toaagas tvoe of eeiadJLonarlthn erash newer* A aaster decay curve was
then constructed, also using the sane scale, on a fer&v sheet of paper
starting with an asauoption of the shorter-lived activity being 100
tines that of the lenrer-lived and continued until the shorter->lived
activity had decayed to 1/UX* of the loivjer-livad*. It is evident that,
if the ssqesrlasittal curve is aade up of a ocefeiaatlen of the tso acti-
vities within these Units, it swat fit the master eurve over
av
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interval. Sty- •vgx&pooinc the experJaeatal curve on the master and bjr
the fomer to Had the best fit, each point NNsei be given its
proper weight, to ponxtt deterKdnation of the asseunt of aach sctivitjr,
two Unas wort drawn on the Easts** corresponding to the oofcEtribution of
each astivitv to the total curve. It wu then * sisple Matter to rsad
oft the amount of each activi^ at any tiase and is rartlnslarly at the
tl» corresponding to t » on the exroriBimtal plot.
In this investigation, the ¥&*e&mbm ieonaric activity in In2^
mm neglacted. That this would b« possible waa predicted £roa the rel-
ative abundan&e (I .2 percent for In11}, ooapared vith £4 percent for
In1^). The decay curves obtained justify thin assTssption, inasmuch as
the corbinction of the &-«dnttte and the U«5-how activities vera euf-
ficiont in all oaeoa to explain their shape.
The accuracy of the aethod described above vaa high, enough so
that the uncertainty in the deteraination of the Xa^S* activity aaa
estimated to be lass than 10 percent.
nse the neutron flux is anisotropic, the various activitiee
Hoot be corrected as a function of the exposure mt&m* Tascbak and
oenter-of-nsass coordinates for the Ii?(r>,n) reaction because of the
resonance in the conrwund nucleus. The flux as a function of an
najBt therefore be rxiaeured. Taachok and flejeaendlnper^ awiauroivnts do
not extend into the region of interest in thia uork. In conjunction






was amsured .for proton enorgiee frost the Id?(nfn) threshold to
3«7^ H*t usin£ the long counter described in tagtov . "be scattered
neutron baekgrossjd was detersdjaed bgr use of a paraffin can* to shadow
the counts. Bm results of these aamanreaents are reported by
£ill*W^# and *** plotted &«** *» Figure 21a,
Each irradiation of foils covered an energy interval of fror* 3H0
to 500 fesv. Tha Intervals were ohooan so that they overlaid appro*!-
mte3y half of their extent* Cash segaent of the TiP&* excitation
curve <kitorsdaod la tha interval wae corrected for tha antsotropy of
tha flux and anorjy raaolutlon and was than nosmlised to the ^ced-
ing segjaent. This technique involves a propagation of errors but does
not Affoot tha location of ^mrtff level* found "bgr aeans of tha curve.
Figure 22 shows tha oojaolete curve.
DISJCUS5I0K OF TBS BKStHTS
In spite of the a oatterfce^ of the points on tha saxrttation carve
(Figure 22), tha presence of throe levels is shown at 600 !®vf ?60 keirf
and JU37 Jl» with noeaUb^r a fourth level at \*1$ ?%• The uncertainty
in these energy aaal^iwente is eotiaeted to ba e order of 1*0 feev.
This uncertainty, hoearver, is considered hardly sufficient to brine *h*
<?60 kov and the 1*37 Ifev level into agreeaant with Miller and .'aLlnan'o
values of 1*02 and 1JU2 Hav for quentuo-exeited levels. The correspond-
ence is clooa enough to leave little doubt that tha teas levels are be-
tog excited and suggests that the energy calibration t<o? on© of t e
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dttcibillty of ths ea? on of the RoefeffeXLvr generator, it is dif-
fiotilt It see bow it cou! fcft orrcr by the aaotmt suggested ahovr*.
^atoat source o sints on
ths « .on curve is dta to t&s string presents on r^caition-
in Us foils. "Ince the point at which the foil rangr be consi/" :-•*>»
contrated far the irradiation is on2y ?.l on. froa the target (found
by integrating an inverse square aotivitgr aver a circular foil), a
2-oca. error in the wwnttag of the foils or in deteratnlng ths point
at ahieh the *>roton bean strites ths target results in a 20 ocraent
error in the tnduoed activity.
The location of the beam eamot be observed after the target baa
been Installed so thai it is tapossibla to know ahethftr the bean has
aandered slighter daring tha irradiation, This error eon be correeted
for, heeever , because foils aero esqpeeed at angles on both eides of
degrees. It aas than aasuaed that the bean actually I target at
each a point that ths activities aare sywm*trloal about degrees.
The plaeoaast of tha individual foils on the cirouBtferenoe of a
circle with its center at ths tar -iOd not be checked in such a
alnplo fashion end is zoo doubt the reason for the spread in the points.
In further investigatten of this problem, it ia cuf^eated that a
thicker target (of the order of £0 ker) be used and the fails be
sountr
'
farther froa tht> target, even at the an^eiaae of redasinc t>he
activity boloa that obtained in this investigation.
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-UWBMI Utt NSBHKMI Hi :
IJsutron coeeitatien reveals the «xist«ne© of energy levels in
Au1^ at 1*1' 'tor and Uii "tor. It Is found that the saetaatable state
at 12*0 kev can be excited directly by -^* 3 nrmtrone* The spin of this
l*vel is shown to be H/2 with parity opposite that of the ground stats*
This fixes the spin of the 2?0-3«v level to which the astastable level
decays at £/2 with parity also opposite that of the ground state*
Since the l*llH^v level is also excited by photons* Its spin is
shown to be !/? or Vfc with parity opposite to that of the ground
An analysis of the data for direct production of the a»tastablD
state show the cross section to be reasonably in agreement with that
pjnedicted by the continuum theory for the ^reduction of the imsjwmrt
rrjclsws by an JC m 3 neutron*
The levels found in In13^ by neutron excitation are at 600 kev,
9CQ fcev, and 1370 iecv. The latter two aro also found by quanta** exci-
tation, i*it the qmntua values are sH#tly higher (I percent). An
analysis shows &tet the aetastabl* level has a spin equal to 1/2, and
the 60048SV level, a spin of %fe or 3/2* Beth of these levels have a
parity different from the ground state*
rmetm wsaraamoe cf An3^7*
Heoause of the diaagreeaent between energy levels obtained in the
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It would saea of groat value to redetsrsdne the qmntsa exaltation
ctsrve using jwrays from ft this target, Det^rsdrntion of the relative
probability for exciting the varloue levels In thin fashion w>uLJ In:
cats possible spin And ^srlty values for seas of the higher excited
levels •
An extension of the neutron excitation o\srv© to niftier energies
aouTxS probably reveal the jjnasmaia of other lavels. k logical ohoiee
for the neutron source in ouch a stoxty" is the d-d reaction which will
yield fron 2.C-1&V to ?-4iiv newtrsm with the Rockefeller generator.
The use of deraterons as the particlx? accelerated has the diaedvantagi
of giving -wry hi4i backgrounds of neutrons even thoq£i the bean is not
strlilng ths target. This is parity because so seir/ of the douteron
reactions haw lev t rsaholSs. In addition, dsuterons In ths bssos are
iataeddted in ths natal a distance corresfondlm* to their range* When
the aooeleratin- voUsoge is -seised 1 7, this fansa an effective
target for the d-d reaction*
Howevsr, if a counter for thr ictivitsr osjft be found that is
insensitive to this background or if it is possible to out off the bees
farther fros the (Master, it sill be *>oas : 9 extend the results of
this investigation.
tosher immmittm or m23^*
135*
Better resulte eoul/'l be obtained for tfca excitation of IxT^ if
the positioning error could be reduced by exposing **** foils at a
greater distance froa the tercet. In Chapter V, it *as suggested that
M I .
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this be acoarapliai»d "bgr am ef a thicker l&thiai target* In addition,
the bean current available froa th*> Tlockefeller generator has been in-
ereaeed by a factor of 3 or U ainoe the aayeaare were nade* It is felt
that, wit'i a SO-iesv lithiua target and the present beeis current on the
order of *» stcsroejeperee, sufficient activity could be obtained In the
foils -alien they are nounted with the nearest edge «n the order of 6 ex*
fro© tha target*
Wf eeaneeting tha output of the lonn counter to a donating rate
noter that operate* a continuously recording nster, sash as en Eetarlina-
Angus pes recorder, the neutron flux on the foils w-^uld be detsre&ned as
a function of tis«* This, *>lue a neaauisaant of the efficiency of the
Br"^* activity courier,weald enable a determination to ba asda of the
cross section for neutron excitation of the state as a ftnetien of
energy* A caoparieon of this cross section with the theoretical value
will ream the sjsfciguity in the spin of tha 60O-4srr level*
Several ethor isotopes (9ti Tabid I) lend theaselwes to an inves-
tigation slailar to that wads ea geld and indium* AH say either be
treated aaesrdiag to tha technique used for gold or that used for indium.
Rhodium has tha advan age of being aeapoead of 99*9 percent 'of
the leetone containing the setastable state* T&1 \ The excitation by
SHrays has been accomplished by *iedenbeck, sa reported ir, tor I*
the attastabls state is only of the order of 60 leer above the ground
stats , but radiation of this energy can be detected easily by a sclnt.il-
£8










lation counter. Its half-liffc of W niautws requires that any
aire investigation so oarried en in a Saahio: at used for
indium*
The exaltation of Cd111 by Wiedembeek has also been reported in
Chapter I# This atat© has an energy of U.<$ &* *«»ith a half-life of
Ii0*7 rtinutoa. In addition, a netastable state in Cd^3 has bean found
by H elnhols and JfcOinnis^ with a half-Hi* of 2*3 nlnates* The cross
sections for both of th«so activities are expected to be snail because
they occur in isotopes with only abov raoant relative abundance*
However, there la no activity expected that would confuse vaults,
and their lifetimes are such that counting MQT bs natto at sosie distance
from the generator, resulting in low background.
Another possible choice fear investigation is Ba*37 with a 1
second half-life* tnfort--nat*?ly f this isotope is also low in relative
abundance, being 11 percent. There have been no investigations of the
MBttation curve reported for this stats.
Hafnium has a 19-s©ccnd, 200-4«?v activity assigned to either
HfW cr HfW, ^ famx j* 13 percent abundant and the latter, Ik
percent. Although It nay prove possible to lower the background during
the counting period by removing the accelerator voltage, it is mors
likely that t ie beam will have to be cut off by a flap valve as in the
oass of gold* If this is true, the discussion for wolfram £iven below
also annii<!8 to hafnium*
(18
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ulast aasnc the logical cholera Is tf \ This isotope of wolfram
conic? be investigated with the tocbniQnft used for gold, since its half-
lifo 13 >«5 aeconda* 5he isotonic abundance of |] ixjent will rosult
in a low eras* aaotl Sbabilitv. T 'nli3e? buriun and ca&dua,
however, the IIMlM li so abort that the voltage cannot bo iwamni,
froa fet accelerator, and backgrounds on the order of those obtained
for gold will be onoountorod. If the son* cross section per nucleus
is tavmmd for W1^ as was found for Au1^, the activilgr expected ie
so low that the determination of the wolfram curve ia a nerginal case*
In aursaary, if several rhodium foils could be obtained, Hh~°3
would aeon the best choice for future investigation, followed by the
two cadmium Isotopes and Ba "• Hafnium and wolfram appear to pose
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